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HENRY DYER
Henry Dyer was born in Bellshill in 1848. His father was a
foundry labourer at Shotts Iron Works and it was in the primary school attached to it that Dyer received most of his primary education. Around 1865, the family moved to Glasgow
and Dyer was employed as an apprentice at James Aitken
and Company’s foundry in Cranstonhill. He also attended evening classes at Anderson’s College. In 1868, he entered the
University of Glasgow for five sessions and became a distinguished student: he graduated in 1872 with a with a Bachelor
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of

Science and Certificate of Proficiency in Engineering Science in addition to many awards,
scholarships and prizes. He had just completed his studies when he was invited to become
the Principal of the new Imperial College in Engineering in Tokyo.

GLASGOW & JAPAN
Glasgow in Dyer’s time was a prosperous city: it was referred to as the Second City of the
Empire (after London). From the 1840s onwards it had transformed itself to become an industrial centre for modern innovations: iron smelting, railway and locomotive engineering,
mechanical engineering, textile manufacture and, most famously, shipbuilding. Anderson’s
College (founded 1796 and now part of University of Strathclyde) educated and fostered
the talents of young engineers and Glasgow University had created a chair of civil engineering in 1840 (although it would only become a faculty in 1923).
Nineteenth century Japan was also going through huge changes: the Meiji period (or Restoration) had begun in 1868; the old feudal system was crumbling and the country was opening up and was actively seeking Western expertise to teach Japanese students a variety of
subjects. British teachers were common in the field of engineering and Henry Dyer became
one of approximately 300 oyotoi gaikokujin, or foreigners, who taught in Japan.
At the age of 24, before he had even graduated from Glasgow University, Henry Dyer became Principal of the Imperial College of Engineering, or Dyer’s College as it became
known. He introduced a sandwich course which combined theory and a strong practical element. Courses were taught in English and students had to sit a competitive exam in order
to gain entry to the course.

Dyer stayed in Japan for ten years and on leaving he was awarded the Order of the Rising
Sun (Third Class), the highest honour awarded to a foreigner at the time.

RETURN TO GLASGOW
Dyer returned to Glasgow in 1882 and became a well-known educationalist. He was
awarded an honorary DSc in 1890 and an honorary LLD in 1910, both from Glasgow University. He made two unsuccessful attempts to become chair of Naval Architecture at Glasgow University in 1883 and 1886. He was chairman of the Glasgow School Board from 1914
and Principal of the West of Scotland Technical College 1918-19. He was also an unofficial
advisor, friend and confidante to the many Japanese students who came to study in the
city.
THE HENRY DYER BEQUEST TO THE MITCHELL
The Henry Dyer Bequest was presented to the Mitchell Library in the 1920s by the Dyer
family. Most of the 6000 items, from Dyer’s own library, (covering many subjects, but with
special emphasis on Glasgow, Scotland and all aspects of Japanese life) have been catalogued and added to the general stock of the library. The Japanese scrolls and albums were
seen as being especially unique and have been kept together to form a special collection in
their own right.

JAPANESE ITEMS
Japanese pictorial arts was founded on the Chinese, and evolved into two main groups, the
aristocratic Kano or Tosa schools of painting and the Ukiyoye School. The scrolls and illustrated albums of the Dyer collection belong, in the main, to the latter.
Literally Ukiyaye means “pictures for the multitude”. The artists associated with this school,
e.g. Toyokuni, Kunisada and Kuniyoshi, were, with few exceptions, of the people themselves. They confined their illustrations to subjects of common interest, with scenes and
incidents taken from everyday life.
Theatrical scenes and portraits of Kabuki actors were particularly popular, as well as histori-

cal and legendary events. In the latter days of the School an interest in landscapes developed, particularly mountains, rivers and other topographical features of the countryside.
Apart from their intrinsic artistic value, the scenes depicted have also provided future generations with a vivid insight into the manners and customs of the past.
The prints in the Dyer collection are in various formats, and show why Japan gained universal recognition as being a world leader in the art of colour printing. As well as the illustrated
albums, there are horizontal reading scrolls and Kakemono or hanging scroll pictures, providing illustrations of traditional subjects such as flowers, birds, Kabuki actors and Japanese
warlords.
OTHER COLLECTIONS
In 1938, Glasgow Museums received the gift of 13 East Asian musical instruments. Edinburgh City Libraries received two donations two donations of Henry Dyer items from his
daughter in 1945 and 1955. These consisted of Japanese woodblock prints, a number of
woodblock printed volumes, scrolls and photographs. Many of Edinburgh’s items can be see
at Capital Collections.

KABUKI ACTORS
As part of the Dyer bequest, The Mitchell has a bound volume with sixteen prints of Kabuki
actors. Kabuki is a traditional Japanese form of theatre of dance and drama in a very stylised manner with elaborate costumes, make-up and wigs, spectacular staging and the exaggerated actions and movements of the actors.
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Kabuki flourished and the actors became
well-known and powerful figures controlling the theatres. Over 100,000 colour woodblock
prints are thought to have been printed of Kabuki. These advertised plays, made stars of
the actors and were souvenirs for the audience.
When Dyer arrived, Kabuki was trying to establish itself in the new Japan. The Government put pressure on theatres to adopt a more Western style but without success. Emperor
Meiji became the first emperor to attend a Kabuki performance in 1887 and Kabuki is still
hugely popular today. It has also been recognised by UNESCO as an Intangible Cultural
Heritage.

The Subscription List
Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-1861)
Colour woodblock print

Festival in Oji, near the old city centre
Ichiyusai Toyokuni
Colour woodblock print

Ceremony at Ise Shrine (near Nagoya)
Ichiyusai Toyokuni

Fashionable Comparison of Boxes with Fabric Pictures
(ryuko kurabe oshi-e tebako) c.1847-1848
Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-1861)
Colour woodblock print

A Mad Arrangement of Haiku Poets in Portrait and Writing series (Haika shoga
kyodai) c.1847-1848
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III) (1786-1865)
Colour woodblock print

THE GENERALS
Paintings, called musha-e, of historically distinguished warriors from ‘Japanese Generals in Notable Civil Wars before 1600’. Artist, date and place unknown.

Kadzusa Hirotsune
a warrior of a distinguised family
in Kwanto

Chiba Tsunetane
an adviser of Yoritomo

Minamoto no Yoritomo
first Shogun of the Kamakura Shogunate

Minamoto no Yoshiie
the youngest brother of Yoritomo,
one of the most famous warriors

Minamoto No Yoshinaka, a famous
general of the Genji family

Taira no Noritsune, brave
warrior of the Heike family

Minamoto no Yorimasa, a
distinguished archer

Taira no Shigemori, the first son of
Kiyomori

Minamoto no tametomo, the
eighth son of Tametomo, a famous archer

Minamoto no Yoshihira,
a warrior commonly named
Akugenda

Minamoto no Yoshitomo,
General-in-Chief of the Eastern
Provinces, father of Yoritomo

Taira no Kiyomori, famous
hero of the Heike family

Minamoto no Tameyoshi, a son of
Yoshiiye [Yoshiie]

Taira no Masimori, a famous warrior
of Heike family

Kiyowara no Takemori, a general of
Yoriyoshi

Minamoto no Yoshimitsu, a younger
brother of Yoshiiye

Fujiwara no Kiyohira, a general of
Yoshiiye [Yoshiie]

Minamoto no Yoshiiye [Yoshiie], a
famous general-in-chief, a son of Yoriyoshi

GLOSSARY
Kabuki: a traditional Japanese form of dance-drama.
Anderson’s College: founded in 1796 and specialised in technical education. Now part of
Strathclyde University.
Meiji Period: September 1868 to July 1912, a period in which Japan moved from its feudal
society to its modern form. Meiji means ’enlightened rule’.

oyotoi gaikokujin: Foreign advisors hired by the Japanese Government to help with the
modernisation of Japan in the Meiji Period.

Ukiyo-e: a school of Japanese art which depicted pictures of the floating world. The term
most commonly used for Japanese woodblock print before the twentieth century.
Utagawa Kuniyoshi: (1797-1861) one of the great masters of the ukiyo-e school of Japanese art.
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